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Intelligent self-cleaning cat litterbox HHOLove iPet

HHOLove iPet intelligent self-cleaning cat litter box.
Forget about the unpleasant duty, cleaning up after your pet. The intelligent litter box by HHOLove iPet will clean itself. It will ensure the
complete safety of your pet and is equipped with a large waste tank, which has a capacity of up to 6 liters. You can also pair the device
with a dedicated one to control it remotely, receive useful notifications and gain access to reports on your pet's habits and health.
 
Dedicated app 
Open yourself to new possibilities with the app. It allows you to control the litter box with your smartphone or tablet. With its help you
can  check  reports  or  monitor  the  temperature.  The  app  records  litter  data  and  supports  the  removal  algorithm.  You  can  also  pause
self-cleaning so that no sounds distract you. 
 
Large capacity and fast cleaning 
The device allows for efficient cleaning, which, if you have multiple pets, means that none have to wait too long for their turn. The dirt
tank has a capacity of 6 liters, which means you only need to empty it once a week. With the click of a button, you empty the litter box,
or sift through the feces. The HHOLove iPet litter box supports multiple litter materials. 
 
Includes:
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Main body 
4x Support leg 
Container for cat litter 
Operating instructions
Trash bag 
Power supply 
2x Deodorizer box
Brand 
HHOLove
Name
HHOLove iPet intelligent self-cleaning cat litter box
Dimensions 
560 x 560 x 630 mm 
Weight 
14 kg 
Rated voltage 
12V - 1A

Price:

Before: € 418.9995

Now: € 405.00
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